We propose a selective encryption scheme for HEVC which allows for transparent encryption in a wide range of quantization parameters. Our approach focusses on the AC coefficient signs, since they can be altered directly in the bit stream without entropy reencoding. This allows for fast encryption and decryption while retaining full formatcompliance and length-preservation. Furthermore, we show our approach's applicability for a number of use cases by evaluating the quality degradation and robustness against attacks.
INTRODUCTION
We introduce an encryption scheme based on selective sign encryption of quantized transform parameters, aimed at format-compliant transparent encryption. The principal points of this encryption scheme is format compliance, i.e., the encrypted stream is decodable by a standard-compliant decoder. Digital rights management (DRM), more specifically transparent encryption, is its main field of application.
Perceptual or transparent encryption means that consumers to are able to view a preview version of the video, but in a lower quality, e.g. [1] . While preventing unauthorized consumers from accessing the full version, it is available to authorized consumers. This can be used in a pay-per-view scheme where a lower quality preview version is available from the outset to attract the viewers' interest.
Sufficient encryption aims at preventing a pleasant viewing experience, e.g. [2] . In practice, this means a reduction in quality to a point where the video is heavily distorted, but may still be recognizable. Since the content of a video is still recognizable, sufficient encryption is the middle ground between transparent encryption and content security, where no content should be discernible, e.g. [3] .
Our proposed encryption scheme is HEVC-specific. Although numerous approaches for DCT-based video coding standards like MPEG-2 Video, MPEG-4 Part 2 and H.264 have been proposed [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] , the latter flip all AC coefficient signs to encrypt the content, aiming at full encryption. In contrast, our approach selectively flips AC coefficient signs of the luminance channel, reducing the quality slightly, but noticeably, allowing for transparent encryption.
In addition, our approach is bit-stream based, i.e., it can be applied directly at a bit-stream level without the need to fully decode the video. Van Wallendael et al. [11] as well as Shadid and Puech [12] have investigated HEVC bit stream elements which are suitable for format-compliant bit-streambased encryption without changes in length, one of which are AC coefficient signs. Our approach selectively encrypts the latter, allowing for transparent encryption, while retaining full format compliance and length preservation. This paper contributes a new approach for transparent encryption which modifies a fixed percentage of coefficient signs in the bit stream rather than a fixed percentage of the total number of coefficients per block. Quantization parameters (QP) as well as GOP structure heavily affect the number of coefficients in the bit stream. This in turn affects the resulting quality and key space size, thus we will provide a thorough analysis of the visual quality impact and the key space size depending on encoding structure and QP. This paper is structured as followed: In section 2, we describe our encryption approach. In section 3, we evaluate it with respect to quality and security before concluding the paper in section 4.
ENCRYPTION METHOD
Full sign encryption [12] is clearly in the region of sufficient encryption, but even partial sign encryption can introduce strong distortions. Therefore, we encrypt only a part of the coefficients of each block while keeping the parsing overhead minimal. Furthermore, with our approach we only encrypt sign bits in the luminance channel since the distortion introduced by encrypting chroma channels results in chromatic aberration which are more noticeable by the human visual system. HEVC stores the coefficient signs for each block raw in the bit stream, i.e., without entropy coding. This makes it easy to manipulate them directly without impacting format compliance, while keeping the parsing overhead low. We pseudo-randomly flip a specified percentage p of signs in the bit stream. Since the scan order in HEVC is inverted, i.e., the high-frequency coefficients come first, we only encrypt the first p percent of the sign bits in the bit stream, excluding the DC coefficient sign to avoid extreme drift. Note that coefficient signs are only stored for non-zero coefficients. Thus, encrypting p percent of the sign bits does not yield identical results to encrypting p percent of all transform coefficients (including zero coefficients). However, our proposed approach is faster as it minimizes parsing overhead and does not require any decoding. Figure 1 shows examples of partial sign encryption. From the figure it can be seen that for transparent encryption between 25% and 50% of the signs have to be encrypted. Encrypting more than 50% of signs introduces strong distortions and results in sufficient encryption. However, even full sign encryption is not acceptable for content security, as illustrated in fig. 2 (a)-(b) .
EVALUATION
The quality analysis utilizes the visual image fidelity (VIF) image metric by Sheikh and Bovik [13] . The VIF significantly outperforms other image metrics when it comes to block based artifacts, especially in lower quality ranges, as shown by Hofbauer and Uhl [14] . In order to properly evaluate the encryption scheme, different traits of the bitstream need to be taken into account. The prediction structure has a huge influence on the propagation of the error introduced by the encryption. As such, three GOP types are used in this evaluation which reflect a variety of possible application sce- narios. The GOP structures chosen are the default reference software configurations: intra (I frames only), lowdelay (one I frame, followed by groups of four P frames) and randomaccess (groups of one I frame followed by 32 B frames).
As a test set we chose the well known high, medium and low motion sequences, crew, foreman and akiyo, respectively. The different motions types were chosen because they influence prediction and the amount of coefficients for encryption.
Furthermore, we have to take into account replacement attacks [15, 16, 17, 18] , which can reduce the visual distortion by replacing encrypted bitstream elements by elements which are statistically more likely to not introduce an error. Since the sign distribution is uniform, the easiest attack is to set the coefficients for which the signs are encrypted to zero. Given the differential coding nature, this will introduce less distortion than sign-flipped coefficients. In the subsequent figures, orig will refer to the original, i.e., unencrypted, bitstream, while enc will refer to the encrypted version.
The replacement attack on average increases the VIF quality byQ VIF = 0.0306, with a median ofQ VIF = 0.0328 and σ QVIF = 0.0199, which results in an average quality increase by a factor ofF VIF = 1.172, with a median of F VIF = 1.146 and σ FVIF = 0.114. This shows that the quality increase of a replacement attack is not a security risk for this type of encryption. Figure 3 shows the relative quality reduction of the encrypted sequence compared to the unencrypted sequence over different quantization parameters. Three behaviours, in relation to QP, can be discerned. For lower QP, there is a severe drop in quality with the same encryption type, which is more closely examined in sec. 3.2. For middle-range QP, between (a) intra GOP structure (b) lowdelay GOP structure (c) randomaccess GOP structure Fig. 3 . Relative quality (VIF) of the attacked and original sequence for the given QP for 75%, 50% and 25% encryption.
15 and 40, there is a relatively stable reduction in quality, within a range of about 0.1. For higher QP, the quality drop becomes less severe.
The drop in quality reduction for high QP is influenced by the lower number of non-zero coefficients and the fact that the quality is already so low that any further impairment is not registered as strongly by the image metric, see the high QP cases without encryption in fig. 2 (c)-(d) . Furthermore, given the already low quality of sequences with a QP higher than 40, further sign encryption would lead to a quality so low that it could no longer be used as a preview.
Therefore, we suggest using our encryption approach for bit streams with mid-range QP, between 15 and 40. This is also the range which is considered useful for most applications. Using on our method in this QP range lowers the quality in a way which is suitable for the described low-qualitypreview scenario.
Note that the GOP structure has quasi no effect on the results at all. This can be seen from fig. 3 (a)-(c) , which show very similar courses in terms of relative quality. Therefore, our approach can be used for all tested GOP structures. Figure 4 shows the average number of encrypted bits per frame. It can be seen that the key space is heavily influenced by the prediction structure of the sequence. Most key bits are compacted into I frames, since the B and P frames have a higher number of zero coefficients which are not used in sign encryption. In fig. 4 the intra structure has the highest number of key bits, while lowdelay (with only a single I frame) exhibits the lowest number of key bits. These two cases can be used as an upper and lower bound for the actual number of key bits when a different GOP structure is used, as seen in the case of randomaccess.
Key Space Size
Furthermore, the number of non-zero coefficients decreases with a QP increase, consequently decreasing the number of encrypted signs and therefore the key space. This is only an apparent detrimental phenomenon since the quality in this higher QP range is already so low that any further impairment would results in sufficient rather than transparent encryption.
However, using the lower limit of the lowdelay GOP structure for the border case of 25% encrypted signs at QP 40, we only have about 3 bits per frame, which would result in about 720 bits for 10 second sequence at 24fps. This is clearly borderline for a security application. However, a slight increase of I frames as is the case of the randomaccess GOP structure, would increase this to about 25 bits per frame and consequently to 6000 bits for the same sequence.
The Curious Case of High Quality Encryption
As can be seen in fig. 3 , the relative quality of the encrypted sequences drops significantly at QP 3, which is against the general trend for lower QP. Hence, we analyzed the low QP (high quality) range in more detail. Figure 6 depicts the relative quality of the foreman, akiyo and crew sequence with the randomaccess GOP structure between QP 1 and 15 in steps of 1. We subsequently analyze the cause of the depicted behaviour.
For lower QP, the transform coefficient magnitudes get larger due to the smaller quantization step size. Flipping the signs of these coefficients due to encryption results in very high or very low pixel values in the picture domain, respectively. This may cause clipping to 0 or 255 for some pixels of a block. Since these clipped pixels are used for prediction, further clipping in predicted blocks is more likely to occur.
For high QP, this rarely happens and is thus negligible. The lower the QP gets, the higher the transform coefficient magnitudes get (see above) and the more likely clipping occurs, lowering the overall quality. The most extreme quality drop is at QP 4 which corresponds to a quantization step size of 1 [19] . Figure 5 illustrates this on for the foreman sequence and QP 1 to 8 for 25% encryption.
For lower QP, the encoder is more likely to bypass the transform for some blocks, i.e., it quantizes the residual pixel values directly. Since the residual values are bounded between -255 and 255, as opposed to the transform coefficients (whose magnitude may be larger), the probability of clipping in the image domain significantly decreases when flipping signs, yielding a better visual quality. Since the number of . Quality samples for lower QP of frame 25 of the foreman sequence with randomaccess GOP structure and 25% encryption. Fig. 6 . Details of the low QP for the 25% encryption for the test sequences with randomaccess GOP structure.
blocks for which the transform is bypassed increases for lower QP, the overall quality rises again for very low QP below 4. Due to this effect and the clipping described above, we do not recommend using our approach for very low QP, i.e., very high quality.
CONCLUSION
We proposed a bit-stream-based encryption approach for HEVC which pseudo-randomly flips a fixed percentage of sign bits in the bit stream. Due to its design, our approach is easy to implement and suitable for transparent and sufficient encryption, e.g., in a pay-per-view scenario for mid-range QP. We showed that the key space is sufficiently large for this application, allowing for security against attacks.
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